Are illegal weather modification programs (GEOENGINEERING) altering our climate, poisoning us and contaminating our land, water and air? HERE ARE THE FACTS, YOU DECIDE.

OVER THREE DOZEN SHASTA AND SISKIYOU COUNTY LAB TEST RESULTS TAKEN FROM SNOWPACK, RAINFALL, POND & DUST SAMPLES, SHOW “OFF-THE-CHART” LEVELS OF ALUMINUM, BARIUM AND STRONTIUM!

Tests performed by BASIC LABS, a state certified lab in Redding California

These photographs were taken just hours before the unprecedented lightning and firestorms that raged across northern California, on June 22nd, 2008. Of the 8,000 plus lightning strikes and 1200 fires, Metallic particulates increase atmospheric conductivity and lightning.

Alarming Local Lab Tests Reveal Accumulated Contamination

A Lake Shasta sample from Pit River Arm tributary tested at 4,610,000 ug/l (ugl=ppb or parts per billion), over 4610 times the maximum contaminant level for aluminum in drinking water for the State of CA.

A rubber-lined pond in Shasta County in a “filtered location” (forested hilltop away from any highway or industry), tested “0” for aluminum when filled.

After 1-1/2 years exposure to the atmosphere, the pond tested at 375,000 ug/l. or 375 times the maximum contaminant level.

Recently, snow pack sample taken from Ski Bowl on Mt. Shasta, tested at 61,100 ug/l or 61 times the maximum contaminant level for aluminum in drinking water for the State of CA.

FAST TRACKING “WEATHER MODIFICATION” BILLS IN CONGRESS:

U.S. Senate Bill 1807 & U.S. House Bill 3445 & Climate Security Act of 2008:

While the US Government continues to deny the existence of these weather modification programs, Congress IS NOW planning to legalize such schemes. If weather modification programs are not being conducted, then why are these Bills needed, even fast tracked? These programs are to be conducted with no publicly disclosed oversight whatsoever. Farmers from Texas to Nebraska have made a public outcry about the altered weather patterns due to weather modification programs openly conducted in their states. Weather modification programs are fact, not fiction. Nearly one hundred publicly disclosed programs were conducted in the continental US last year. A similar number are expected to be performed this year.

All military programs are considered classified and remain unpublicized.
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